Core V EXCELLENT 11/2019
Rally Excellent
Date:
Club:
Judge: Lewis
Course #
Ring: 40x50
START
1. # 211 double left
about turn
2. # 18 fast
3. #19 normal
4. #38 loop left
5 #103 high jump
6. # 119 right turn-dog
circles right - forward
7. #106 halt pivot right
halt
8. #203 moving stand
walk around dog
9. # 205 backup 3 step
10. #9-270 right
11# 213-about U turnabout turn right
12. # 117 halt – pivot
left- forward
13#103 jump handler
passes by….bar jump
14. # 6- left turn
15 # 209 stand leavedown-call front-finishsit CALL SIGN
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17. #19 normal
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For the course layer. 1 pace equals 2 feet. START sign is placed very close to the ring entrance in
the southwest corner of the ring. Station 1 is 6 paces northeast of start, heading at a 45 degree
angle to northeast corner of ring. Station 2 is placed about 5 paces northwest of station 1 . Station
3 is about 8 paces from station 2 and 8-10 feet before the northeast corner of the ring. Station 4 is
in the northeast corner of the ring. Station 5 (high jump) begins 7 paces south of station 4.
Actual jump is 4-5 more paces south . Station 6 is placed in the southeast corner. Station 7 is 7
paces west of the east wall and 2 paces north of the south wall. Station 8 is 11 paces north of
station 7. Station 10 is on the north wall.. Station 11 is between stations 9 and 11. Station 11 is
on the north wall and half way between stations 10 and 12. Station 12 is in the northwest corner.
The sign for station 13 is 3-4 paces south of station 12. The actual jump is a #103 bar jump and is
about 5 paces south of the sign. Station 14 is about 10 paces south of the jump. Station 15 has to
be about 6 feet from the east wall. Call sign is on the east wall. Station 16 is 5-6 paces west of
the east wallo. Station 17 is 5 more paces west of 16. FINISH sign is 2 paces past station 17.
Station 18 is a sit – stay placed in the bottom center of the ring

